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Preserve and maximise the value of all record types
Manage records using industry standard data taxonomies
Control and reduce your information management costs
Comply with regulatory requirements

Maximising Data Value

Expert Team Members taking care of your
comprehensive data management strategy.
Our Team Members and their underpinning knowledge will help unlock the

value of your data through data audits. With an improved understanding of
your record holdings, we enable regulatory compliance and can deliver data
rationalisation, complying with your internal governance and reducing ongoing
storage costs by securely destroying unneeded or digitised data.

Secure Data Storage

Purpose built record centre facilities for storing and
viewing your assets.
At OASIS we have decades of experience managing physical and digital information
for our energy clients. We have watched the energy industry evolve information
systems from physical records to digitised documents to knowledge management
platforms to data lakes and data mesh. We understand the complexities of managing
your various assets including paper, tape, electronic documents, core, cuttings and
fluid samples.

Simplify the complexities of
data management

Our cloud-based platform solution, Plexus, is
designed to optimise the value of your data, while
mitigating capital and operational costs.
Simplify the complexities of managing ever-expanding volumes of different types
of physical and electronic assets and associated metadata, using Plexus. Our cloudbased data management portal solves your data management challenges quickly,
efficiently, and cost-effectively, providing easy, fast and focused access to the
important subsurface geoscience assets needed to perform your daily tasks.
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Data cataloguing
Who wants to spend more time looking for data than analysing it? OASIS Group offers
data cataloguing services that makes data asset discovery straightforward. Surfaced
through our Plexus user interface, with both tabular and map-based capabilities, our
taxonomies make finding data simple.

Secure scanning & digitisation
services
Be dynamic with your data. OASIS is proud to offer
‘best of breed’ technologies for all your digitisation
and data capture needs.

When you live in a hybrid world of paper and electronic information without a unified
view of your information, you and your employees spend precious time searching
for what you need and risk making critical decisions without all the facts. Document
digitisation is a great way of unlocking valuable knowledge and preserving paper
documentation in a compliant manner. We provide a range of document scanning
and data capture services within a highly secure environment using best of breed
technologies for speed, quality and high levels of accuracy.
Our scanning solutions can digitise important information for quick, searchable,
machine readable and secure access for your entire organisation, paramount in a hybrid
workplace. Converting documents to digital formats enables you to easily access and
share digital versions throughout the organisation, improving business processes and
providing you secure access to your critical data.
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Records Management

Scanning & Digitisation

Tape Restoration
& Conversion

Regulatory Compliance
& GDPR

Shredding
& Destruction

Vault Storage

Cloud Storage &
Business Continuity

Media Vault

Republic of Ireland:
+353 (0) 1 812 9800

Great Britain:
+44 (0) 1440 760 190

Northern Ireland:
+44 (0) 2838 320 700

Netherlands:
+31 (0)30 2470789

www.oasisgroup.com
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Belgium:
+32 14 412 777

